
Law  European Patent Convention,
Cleanuplaw 3 for

 Republiek NL 2017
aan

VN Commission Arbitration-court-systems
Protocol Regime-change without bloodshed

UNSG AntonioGuterres
This Law is written by Désirée Elisabeth Stokkel

The Constitution Republic NL simplifies the bureaucracy and removes 
Crimes against Humanity from our bureaucracy

We, the inhabitants of the Netherlands,
are united in faith in our intelligence & self-efficiency .
Visable and touchable in equality between people and organizations.

We build our nation in the Human rights & freedoms of the Fairtrade & Eko economy.
Technology is a product developed by mankind and inspires and encourages us to
build  this lifestyle, but it will never overrule mankind.
The nation the Netherlands on Planet Earth, will be passed on to the next Dutch
generation children still to be born. Visible and touchable in equality between man and
nature.

It is expected of highly developed intelligent civilized citizens in the Netherlands to
apply the full Constitution2014-2016 voluntarily and legally correct for problemsolving
in daily lives. 

Introduction
 
The Dutch People of the Kingdom the Netherlands are slave under the 

European Patent Convention (Europees Octrooiverdrag), München, 05-10-1973

EPO President Benoît Battistelli mentally tortures the EPO-personnel working in TheHague; they 
want a court-verdict of a Dutch court of law that ends this torture at work and even removes EPO 
President Benoît Battistelli  from his labourcontract.

The Dutch Supreme Court rules in Court-verdict  ECLI:NL:HR:2017:57  that a Dutch Court of Law 
in not authorized to judge for  Dutch nationals in this case. 

https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:HR:2017:57

The Dutch Supreme court determines ‘that the Dutch Judge is not authorized to judge in case of 
labourconflicts for personnel that works for:

https://www.epo.org/index.html

Patentlaan 2
2288 EE Rijswijk
The Netherlands 
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What you read here is a typical communication-game of the People – who are lazy and have self pitty – 
and the Elite-murderclub – of which the Judiciary / Dutch Supreme court are members –. All lawyers – 
trade unions – political parties – media are a member of this Elite-murderclub too in Holland.

EPO-personnel could have won the lawcase but didn’t want to win:

EPO-Netherlands has a unique legal position in Europe, caused by the legal fact that there is a 
Dutch woman who has started an International Criminal Court lawcase against NL on 1may2007. 
I am this woman.   EPO-TheHague personnel has the might & opportunity to use the European 
Patent Convention  in a way that they can claim rights with the Dutch court of law for the EPO-
personnel. 

I prove to EPO-personnel:

1. The parliament – all political parties – refuse to conduct the Constitution – UN Charter – 
Humanright treaties.

The Judiciary – Dutch Supreme court – throws away  files of court cases of Individual Civilians 
who are a 100% lawless in NL   and who only have the Dutch Supreme court left for a Legal 
Procedure against Members of Parliament, for the claim ‘to have the Right to use Rights ‘= the 
guarantee to use the Constitution + UN treaty + Humanright treaties + National law.

On 2june2014,  I started an ICC-lawcase against King Willem-Alexander + Queen 
Maxima + MrPietervanVollenhoven, now I prove that they refuse to protect that NL 
People against a life in Dictatorship Netherlands. 
The King signatures all laws & treaties for the Kingdom the Netherlands. 

On top of this the MH17-victums are willfully sent into death by this Elite-murderclub. 
The Dutch Safety Board refuses to guarantee the State of Law the Netherlands for 
Individual Civilians. Even this club has forced me to start an ICC-lawcase for the claim ‘to
Live with the Right to have Rights in the Netherlands’. 

So, Holland – a small country – has an almighty Elite-murderclub who makes Individual 
Civilians 100% lawless for fun, has them tortured and sends them into death.  

2. ICC has sent me letters; they have accepted my file for investigation.
In august 2012,  ICC has sent me a letter with the announcement: ‘we archive your file 
because we want to have more  criminal facts’.
ICC has on command of NL – EU put my file in the cover-up and I must have myself 
being tortured – murdered by the NL-parliament – Municipal – Judiciary – Police – ICC – 
EU. 

3. According to the Torture-treaty and / or articles Torture in other Humanright treaties, the EPO-
personnel has the legal obligation to disconnect themselves publicly from the Torture – and 
Murder practices in and via my file. 

The EPO-personnel has refused to disconnect themselves ffrom the Elite-murderclub. 

The EPO-personnel has followed the legal advice of Lawyer Liesbeth Zegveld, while they 
know – thanks to me – that ALL lawyers in NL are a member of the Elite-murderclub. 

The EPO-personnel has not used her powerful position in the media for the explanation 
to the People  of the existence of the Elite-murderclub, plus the corruption between the 
Judiciary  – Parliament – King – Lawyers – EU. They don’t want to stop this club, to make
it possible to work from this hard legal truth  – about the 100% corrupt court-system  – 
for the protection of the EPO-personnel  with a Legal Procedure against torture 
conducted by  EPO President Benoît Battistelli, with the approval of the NL-parliament. 
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What must the EPO-personnel do, this time around?
Well, here we go again….. 

1. The  EPO-personnel must return to my file of the ICC-lawcase against the Netherlands. 

2. There they will read the letters I have sent to  UNSG AntonioGuterres and Embassies. 

3. With these letters,  I officially claim the labourcontract InterimPrimeMinister and the 
implementation of the Constitution RepublicNetherlands, per  18november2016.

Thus, the  Netherlands is a Republic since 18november2016, for which rules: the Constitution 
RepublicNL and the new Republic-laws which I write an put into power by decree.  

The fact that I don’t start a civilwar in order to obtain this labourcontract does not mean that my
claim is illegal.  With the new to open UN Commission Arbitration-court-systems and the Protocol
Regime-change without Bloodshed    I build a new system that must make clear internationally 
that a Regime-change can take place without bloodshed.  

4. The  EPO-industry and other industries in Netherlands – the Tabacco industry, for example – 
can / must now work from the Constitution RepublicNL.
Business-information must be forwarded to the Embassy of Portugal in TheHague to UNSG 
AntonioGuterres, in this case… to make Justice work. 

5. The Judiciary has publicly announced:
’There will be no change in the Dutch court-system’.  

So, the Judiciary states to the People:
1. Courts of law will continue to operate with chaotic procedures and fake-laws.

2. Courts of law don’t want to work with a transparant Do-IT-Yourself Justice-system for 
Cleanup power in the 1-Persons-Toko; they don’t want Civilians to be able to stop a 
conflict thanks to a trustworthy Court-verdict. 

3. Courts of law do want to invest high amounts of money in keeping the People Stupid; 
want to force  Civilians – Organisation  to obey a needless financially expensive court-
system. 

4. Courts of law torture victums. 

6. From 18november2016 on,  EPO – and each Individual Civilian & Organisation  – have the legal 
obligation to claim the establishment of the Arbitration-court as determined in the Constitution 
Republic NL, with the current corrupt Judiciary in Holland.
And have the duty to make the Dutch Supreme court  operate like a Constitution court of law.  

EPO-personnel now takes:
1. The UN-Charter that proves that the Netherlands must conduct the Humanright treaties. 

2. The Torture-treaty in order to protect themselves –  as being Individual Civilians –   against a
live in dictatorship under torture – death threats. 
The first page of the new file for a lawcase for the  EPO-personnel determines the 
instructions I provide here in this Clean-up law. 
Do they refuse – again – they will lose all lawcases. 

3. From now on, the  EPO-personnel ignores the European Convention for Human Rights; this 
is a useless treaty.   Especially now the Torture-treaty with a deeper impact and Torture-
articles from Humanright treaties,   are not being merged with the ECHR. 

4. My file of the ICC-lawcase against NL.

5. My letters to UNSG AntonioGuterres  and Embassies, with which I claim the labourcontract 
InterimPrimeMinister and the Constitution Republic NL. 
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6. Sends a letter to  EPO President Benoît Battistelli, in which is determined that from 
18november2016 on the Netherlands is a Republic with a new Constitution Republic NL.

7. Demands that    EPO President Benoît Battistelli operates in accordance with this Constitution
Republic NL and presents a Problem-solving solution for the Conflict. 

8. The EPO-personnel starts with the Administration Court of law a procedure anchored in the 
Constitution Republic NL and claims the Arbitration-court-system for NL –  thus by doing so…
forces the corrupt Courts of law in the Netherlands to stop their assistance to the Members of
Parliament during torture & murder of Civilians in Holland –.

When EPO President  Benoît Battistelli refuses to present a solution for the conflict, he will be
senctenced to a punishment of 365 days Community task or a prison senctence of 1 year, by 
the Constitution Court. 
He is clearly a warcriminal on Dutch territory; his immunity does not give him the freedom 
the ignore the UN Charter – Torture-treaty – Humanright treaties. 
He can also be forced to leave the country as being ‘an Unwanted Person’. 

The  EPO-personnel annoys me; I have already provided them with this information in 2015 –  free of 
charge  – . 
While I am being tortured and being threatend with death – by the Police –I do help others; these others
do not rescue me. 

Republic Netherlands – Constitution Republic NL – disconnect itself partly from the European 
Union.  BREXIT-proof.

I have established  this in: 

http://www.desireestokkel-.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847/wet.eu.naast.republieknlopruimwet.1.
unarbitrationcommission..2016.pdf

Cleanup law 3 Republic NL = Law  European Patent Convention,  Cleanuplaw 3 for
 Republiek NL 2017

1. This European Patent Convention will be made compatible with the Arbitration-court-
system in NL, in accordance with the UN Convention Arbitration for Problem-solving 
Justice. 

http://www.desireestokkel-
nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847/verdrag.arbitratagee.probleem.oplossende.rechtvaardigheid.d
ec2016.pdf

http://www.desireestokkel-
nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847/protocol.verdrag.arbitrage.recht.probleemoplossende.rechtvaa
rdigheid.unsgantonioguterres.2016.pdf

2. Agreement between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and  Europese Octrooiorganisatie 
[...] in 's-Gravenhage, included Additional agreement, ’s-Gravenhage, 27-06-2006

3. Vienna Convention on diplomatic relations, 18-04-1961

Article 1  Regime-change without bloodshed

On 18november2016, dictatorship the Netherlands is being tranformed into Republic the Netherlands by 
DésiréeElisabethStokkel. 

Dictatorship the Netherlands has emerged in the  period from 1may2017 – 2june2014,  and continues 
until 18november2016, according to the letter of the Law – United Nationss Charter – Human right 
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treaties. 

DésiréeElisabethStokkel  is being forced to defend her life – against organized ‘Genocide by Bureaucracy’
on het body –  and to start an International Criminal Court lawcase against in a role of First Dutch 
Woman who starts an ICC-lacase’. The national Judiciarycouncil in the Netherlands is 100% corrupt  and 
makes files of lawcases disappear on request of Members of the House of Representatives and Senate in 
the Netherlands. 
In the Netherlands a civilian may not stop dictator-behavioral patterns on his or her body with a Court-
case, conducted by Members of Parliaments or Members of the Royal Family. 

Civilians in the Netherlands are being damaged or killed for the fun of the Members of Parliament, the 
Judges with the Supremecourt and Judiciarycouncil, the Clingendael – Dutch Safety board – NIOD – 
lobby,  the Barassociation and the Legalaid council, plus  Queen Beatrix – King Willem Alexander and the
European Union and UNSG Bankimoon.
The Nato keept the Genocide by Bureaucracy in the Netherlands carefully planned alive, despite the fact 
that this is forbidden by the Charter of the United Nationss. 

On 2june2014,  DésiréeElisabethStokkel has started an  ICC-lawcase against Koning Willem-Alexander 
for the fact that he proves that he refuses to protect the People against a live in Dictatorshop the 
Netherlands.

http://www.desireestokkel-
nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847/icc.koningshuis.oranje.eo.blauwbloed.nos.dnb.hijos.rchtspraak.advoca
tenorde.2juni2014.pdf

According to the Constitution for the Kingdom the Netherlandse the King signatures the Laws & Treaties 
which are legally valid for the Netherlands. As soon as the King refuses to exercize this Constitution – 
and refuses to conduct the Human right treaties – and thus… refuses to protect the People against  
dictator-behavior of all Members of the Parliament and the Judicairycouncil, The Netherlands is a 100% 
Dictatorship.

DésiréeElisabethStokkel  claims the labourcontract InterimPrimeMinister for NL per  18nov2016 with the 
dictators  PrimeMinister Markrutte and King Willem-Alexander.
This  claim runs via the United Nationss Secretary-General AntonioGuterres, who starts in his UNSG-
labourcontract from 1january2017,   and to all embassadors.

http://www.desireestokkel-
nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847/embassy.icc.labourcontract.primeminister.republicnl.constitution.kreml
in.unsg.japan.myanmar.trump.2016.pdf

DésiréeElisabethStokkel has put into force the Constitution Republic the Netherlands by decree on 
18november2016.

http://www.desireestokkel-
nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847/constitution.republic.nl.2014.2016.icc.parliament.judiciarycouncil.lobb
y.king.13jan2016.pdf

All civilians in  the Netherlands  can – must build the Republic  the Netherlands conform the rule of Law 
as is written down in the Constitution Republic NL, per 18november2016.

Targets:
7. Acces to Justice for All of Us.
8. Transperant, unambiguously and better affordable Court of law system.
9. Fairtrade & eco trade, without the  dictator-games os the House of Parliament & Senate.
10. To reduce crime and to prevent terrorrism-attacks from taking place in Europe.
11. To stop organised murder on civilians, designed and conducted by the Parliament + EU + 

International Criminal Court + Judiciarycouncil + Barassociaton +– Lobby.
12. To prevent an EU-war with Russia and Turkey from breaking out.
13. To simplify the bureaucracy and make it more affordable.
14. To make the Netherlands Robot-proof.
15. To realize Problem-solving international cooperation.
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The International Criminal Court proves in het correspondence addressed to me, that ICC refuses to 
exercize the United Nationss Charter – the Statute or Rome – Human right treaties during the 
investigation on a file submitted to ICC, by lawless civilians and victims of dictator-behavior or national 
Courts of law.  

ICC ignores all my letters of complaint – victim complaints –  and forces me ‘victims to have themselves 
being tortured – murdered. 

My correspondence – emails prove that ICC,  the Parliament of the Netherlands, the Monarchy, the 
Judiciarycouncil and Barassociation, the Police and Europol, the Coördinator against Terrorism and the 
Nato    misuse – damage – demolish victims who rightfully start an ICC-lawcase against their national 
dictators.  

The ICC-personnel tortures – murders civilians on request of the Parliament of the Netherlands and the 
Monarchy and above mentioned organisations.
 
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/  for evidence.  
The embassy of Portugal has already received the ICC-lawcase against NL on file + more letters send by 
mail. 

Article 2  European Patent Convention is Arbitration-court-system proof

1. This treaty must be rewritten for BREXIT and Republic Netherlands.

2. The Constitution Republic Netherlands is legally valid per 18november2016;  this Constitution is 
written en by decree put into power by DésiréeElisabethStokkel, via UNSG AntonioGuterres 
Embassy Portugal Thehague. 

3. DésiréeElisabethStokkel is acknowledged as ‘InterimPrimeMinister for Netherlands’, per 
18november2016; she will only transfer her temporarily labourcontract to a by the People of the 
Netherlands elected PrimeMinister, anchored in the ConstitutionRepublicNL.

4. The Dutch parliament – Monarchy – Judiciary – Barassociation – University lobby  are 100% 
(hundred) percent corrupt on the day DésiréeElisabethStokkel puts this Cleanup law 3 into power
by decree, via UNSG AntonioGuterres Embassy Portugal and Embassies. 

5. In Holland this treaty will be rewritten for the implementation – conduct of the Arbitration-court-
systems, as is determined in the Constitution Republic NL, the new Convention Arbitration for 
Problem-solving Justice of the new UN Commission Arbitration-court-systems. 

This new Arbitration-court-system will have a national Arbitration-court in every nation, where 
each Civilian – Organisation is obliged to start the first lawcase for ending the conflict; each 
Civilian – Organisation is obliged to present the best legal solution for the conflict to the 
Arbitration-judge. 

Article 3   Modifications Patent Convention = Amendments for new European Patent 
Convention NL = BREXIT in Repubic Holland

1. Legal Status is being extended with an extra code, number 4:

Number 4 will be:

In each of the Contracting States – member of the Organisation – all Labourconflicts are 
being submitted to the national Arbitration-court-system of a Statemember for the first Legal
Procedure, where Parties are obliged to present the best legal problem-solving solution for 
the conflict to the Arbitration-court. 

All involved Parties build their solution for conflict-ending from the UN Charter – Torture 
treaty – Human right treaties – Convention Arbitration for Problem-solving Justice – Patent 
Convention – National legislation. 
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2. Article 9 Liability, number 2 is:
The non-contractual liability of the Organisation in respect of any damage caused by it or by 
the employees of the European Patent Office in the performance of their duties shall be 
governed by the law of the Federal Republic of Germany.

This Number 2 sentence will be changed in:
The non-contractual liability of the Organisation in respect of any damage caused by it or by 
the employees of the European Patent Office in the performance of their duties, will be
determined by the law of the UN Charter – Torture-treaty – Humanright treaties – 
Convention Arbitration for Problem-solving Justice – national Arbitration-court – and finally: 
the law of Federal Republic of Germany.  

It is obliged to start a lawcase with the national Arbitration-court-system for the first trial for 
Problem-solving Justice. Only when the Legal Procedure with the national Arbitration-court 
does not result in a solution, the case will be forwarded to a court of law in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

3. All codes in this law that determine

‘shall be governed by the law of the Federal Republic of Germany’

will be replaced by:
will be determined by the law of the UN Charter – Torture-treaty – Humanright treaties – 
Convention Arbitration for Problem-solving Justice – national Arbitration-court – and finally: 
the law of Federal Republic of Germany.  

4. Article 13. Disputes between the Organisation and the employees of the European 
Patent Office, will be extended with number 3

Number 3 will be:

Employees and former employees of the European Patent Office or their successors in title 
must in case of a conflict with the European Patent Office, start the first Legal Procedure on 
national territory of the Member-state with the national Arbitration-court-system.  Only when
is proven that the Court-verdict of the national Arbitration-court does not stop the conflict, 
Parties can apply  to the Administrative Tribunal of the International Labour Organization.

5. Article 33  Competence of the Administrative Council in certain cases, will be extended 
with number 6:

Number 6 will be:

1. The Administrative Council will anchor each Decision and each Procedure which she designs 
and builds for the Organisation in the new Convention Arbitration for Problem-solving Justice.

The beauty of this new UN Convention Arbitration-court-system  is that it forces every 
Individual to present a legally correct solution to the conflict with the national Arbitration-
Court-system; this Convention can be made compatible without any protest against  its role 
as Treaty for any Organisation on Planet Earth. 

The national Arbitration-courts are being positioned next to the Criminal courts and in front 
of all other Civil courts of law. 

As soon as all member-States of the United Nations have started with their national 
Arbitration-court-system, the international present value of European – or International 
disciplinary committees  and Courts of law,   become better  ‘easy to handle’. 

Conflicts are being solved by Civilians closer home – on national territory being kept small 
and solved while they still are small –; conflicts can no longer grow into international hatred. 
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Article 4    Modification    Agreement between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and  European 
Patent Office [...] in 's-Gravenhage, included Additional agreement, ’s-Gravenhage, 27-06-
2006

This Agreement between the Kingdom the Netherlands and the European Patent Office changes 
her name, by decree put into power by DésiréeElisabethStokkel – the InterimMinisterPresident for
Netherlands, per 18november2016. 

The new name of this agreement will be:
Agreement between Republic  Netherlands and European Patent Office [...] in 's-Gravenhage, 
included Additional agreement, ’s-Gravenhage, 23january2017.

All  additional Laws, Conventions and Protocols, which are authorized for the conduct of the 
European Patent Convention  and which carry the name Kingdom of the Netherlands, will be 
changed into the name  Republic Netherlands. 
And are anchored in the Constitution Republic Netherlands, put into power by decree on 
18november2016 by DésiréeElisabethStokkel.

Article 5  Vienna Convention on diplomatic relations

On Dutch territory the Vienna Convention must be anchored in the Constitution Republic 
Netherlands and additional laws & treaties for Republic Netherlands and in the new Convention 
Arbitration  for Problem-solving Justice. 

Against Laziness & Hypocritical behavioral-patterns no single – exclusive – Law or Convention
can be designed. 

The Government is not responsible for the personal laziness of the Individual Humanbeing. 
Indeed, this lazy Civilian can be stopped by legally active persons. 

This Law is signatured and put into power by decree by DésiréeElisabethStokkel on
 23 january2017.

And is being send to:
1. Dictator Prime Minister Markrutte and King Willem-Alexander of the Ministry of Common Affairs
– Postbus 20001 , 2500 EA Den Haag, op 23jan2017.
2. VNSG AntonioGuterres  Ambassade van Portugal in DenHaag voor verwerking in de VN
Commissie Arbitrage-recht-systeemen, de VN algemene vergadering en de VN veiligheidsraad,
Zeestraat 74, 2518 AD Den Haag.

Embassadors receive this law by email. 

DésiréeElisabethStokkel
Donkerelaan 39
2061jk Bloemendaal-nh
Nederland.
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